We consider a class of non-planar graphs that arises in VLSI layout compaction and show that a numuer of shortest path problems on these graphs can be solved in the same time as the corresponding problem in a planar graph.
Introduction
Findin?; shortest paths is a fundamental problem in applied graph theory. Let G be an nvertex. m-edge graph. For general graphs the single source shortest paths problem can be solved in O( m + n log nJ time by using Dijkstra's algorithm with a Fibonacci heap implementation [3] . A number of special classes of graphs, including planar graphs, are known to have faster algorithms. In this note we consider source-deplanarized graphs, a class of non-planar graphs that arises in VLSI layout compaction and job scheduling [4, 5] . In the compaction application one solves single source IlToblems on a sequence of source-deplanarized graphs where two consecutive graphs differ only in the weights associated with certain edges. We show that a number of shortest path problems on source-deplanarized graphs can be solved in the same time as the corresponding problem in a planar graph. The best bounds for planar graphs are the following [2] . The single source problem can be solved in O(ny'logn) time.
At a one-time expense of an O( n log n) preprocessing time, the single source problem can be solved in O(n) time.
A $ource-deplanarized gmph, or s-graph for short, G", is a directed graph obtained by taking a direc.ted, planar graph G with nonnegative edge weights and adding a source s and edges with nonnegative weights from s to vertices in G. Note that this operation can complicate the pm bedding structure of the graph considerably; the genus of the resulting s-graph can be B(n). We refer to the edges incident on the source s as the s-edges. These s-graphs are used in the VLSI layout compaction algorithms of (4] in which single source problems are solved in an on-line fashion on a sequence of s-graphs. The i-th graph in this sequence differs from the (i + 1)-st one in the weights associated with s-edges. The shortest path tree for the i-th graph determlnes the changes in the weights of the s-edges. Solving single source problems faster by aUowing a larger preprocessing time is dearly useful in this context.
In Section 2 we show how to determine the shortest path tree rooted at s in O(n log-n) time with an O(nlogn) preprocessing time. This algorithm allows us to determine in O(n log'" n) time the shortest path tree after the weights of an arbitrary number of s-edges have been changed. We also show that the single source shortest paths problem on an s·graph can be solved in O(nv'logn) time without preprocessing. During the layout compaction algorithm described in [4] the weights associated with the s-edges decrease. In Section 3 we show that.
if the weight of a single s-edge decreases. the resulting shortest path tree can be determlned in O(n) time. This algorithm requires an O(nlogn) preprocessing time.
Handling a set of weight changes
In this section Wf'. describe our algorithm for solving the single source problem on an s-graph in O(n log-n) time with O(n logn) preprocessing. As already stated, this algorithm will allow liS to solve one instance of a single source problem in O( n log-n) time after the weights of the ,~-edges have. been modified. Our overall approach is similar to the one Ilsed in [2] . We start by describing the concepts needed to understand the algorithm.
As in [2] , we assume that a planar graph G has already been transformed so that no vertex has degree greater than 3. A suitable r-division divides G into 0(n/r) regions, where a region We now return to the single source shortest path computation in s-graphs. Let G be the planar graph obtained by removing from G" vertex s and the incident $-edges. Our overall approach is to find suitable r-divisions for G and to adapt the planar shortest path algorithm so that the existence of the .~-edges is taken into account.
Let log(k) n = log log ... Iog n, for 1 S; k S; log~n. We next describe a k-Ievel algorithm Pi(u) be the length of the shortest path from s to 1L in subgraph G,, (l,j) . We also refer to the Pi(' )-entries as the restricted distances.
The initialization step computes for every boundary vertex u of region Rt,i the restricted distance pA·u). The objective of the main thrust and the mop-up step is to compute the final p(·)·entries, i.e., the value of the shortest path from s to every vertex in G 3 • We initialize the p(·)-entries for level 1 boundary vertices u with p(u) = mintleR l .} {Pi(u)} and with 00 for every other vertex. We then run the main thrust on the level 1 boundary vertices. After the main thrust the length of the shortest path from s to any level 1 boundary vertex is know.
In order to determine the p(-)-entries for the interior vertices of the level 1 subdivision, the mop-up step proc.eeds as follows. It modifies the weights of the s-edges of every graph G 3 (1,j) so that for pvpry boundary vertex u of re?;ion Rl,i the weight of the ed?;e (5, u) equals p( u).
This modification can introduce new edges or decrease existing weights. We then apply to each so modified graph G~(l,j) the search phase of the (ki)-level algorithm. Observe that all the subdivisions and shortest path entries (i.e., di,i(',' )-entries) between boundary vertices needed by the search phase of the (kl)-level algorithm have already been determined by the preprocessing step of the k-level algorithm. We are now ready to prove the following result. Theorem 2.1 Givw an source-deplanarized graph, the shortest path tree rooted at source s can be determined in D( n log-n) time with D( n log n) preprocessing.
Proof: We show that the k-Ievel algorithm described above solves the problem in D(n log(k) n) time with D( n log n) preprocessing. The claimed time bound follows for k = log-n. The correctness of the k-le.vel algorithm follows from the above discussion. The D( n log n) time bound for generating the k levels of subdivisions in the preprocessing phase follows from [2, Section 7 ]. The shortest path information between boundary vertices ofregion Rk,i is obtained by applying Dijkstra's algorithm to each region Rk,i of the level k subdivision. This uses D(n log n) time for k = l, and for k~2 D( ,*n log rk) = D(ny'Tklogrk) time which is D(n logn). The
di,j(',' )-entries representing the shortest path distances between boundary vertices of region
Ri,j for 1~i < k are obtained by using the entries computed for the level (i -1) subdivision and applying the main thrust. This uses D(Ti) time per level i region and thus D(n) time for all level i regions. Hence, the total preprocessing time is bounded by D(nlogn).
In order to compute the restricted distances Pi(u) for every boundary vertex u of region R1.j, we apply the search phase of the (k-I)-level algorithm to subgraph G,,(I,j). All the subdivisions and di.j(·,· )-entries needed have already been computed by the preprocessing phase 
Handling a single weight decrease
When the single source problem is solved during the VLSI layout compaction algorithm described in [4] , the weights of the s-edges decrease. Let G" and G~be two s-graphs that differ only in the weight associated with one s-edge. In this section we describe an algorithm that, given the shortest path tree for G", generates the shortest path tree for G~in O(n) time. Our algorithm requires a one-time preprocessing cost of O( n log n). Let In order to reduce the preprocessing time and the space 1 assume that the single source shortest path information for (;5 with s being the source is available. In order to generate the single source shortest path information for G~we perform a shortest path computation on G with u as the source. A single source computation on a planar graph can be performed in O( n) time with a one-time expense of an D( n log n) preprocessing time [2, Theorem 5J. This algorithm uses D(n2c(logloglog71)~) space, for some constant c.
The details of our algorithm are now as follows. We preprocess G so that any single source computation on it can be performed in D(n) time. This preprocessing of G consists of determinin!i!; three levels of subdivisions, building a decision tree for each region of the level 3 subdivision, and computing for every pair of boundary vertices of a region the length of the shortest path lyin?; within this region. These computations can be done in D(nlogn) time as described in [2] . The preprocessing step also includes the computation of the p-entries associated with Ga. These entries can be computed, for example, in D(n..;Iogn) time using the 2-level algorithm mentioned in the last paragraph of Section 2.
The objective of the search phase is the computation of the shortest path entries for G~.
Let p'(V) be the length of the shortest path from s to v in graph G~. In order to determine the p'-entries we perform a single source shortest path computation on G with u being the source. Let p,,(v) be the length of the shortest path from u to v in G. The p'-entries can now be compnte_d as follows: p'( v) = min {p(v), w;,u + pur v)). Proof: We \lse the method described above. The time bound is established as follows.
Generating the shortest path tree for G with u as the source is done in D(n) time [2, Theorem 6]. The value of the pi-entries is then generated in another D(n) steps. Thus, the search phase has an overall D(n) time bound. 0
